
 

 

A Word from the EditorA Word from the EditorA Word from the Editor   

   
Dear alumni, madness is certainly a good way to describe the Dear alumni, madness is certainly a good way to describe the Dear alumni, madness is certainly a good way to describe the 
Running Club’s experience of the month of March, and the Running Club’s experience of the month of March, and the Running Club’s experience of the month of March, and the 

NCAA basketball season had very little to do with it. I am by no NCAA basketball season had very little to do with it. I am by no NCAA basketball season had very little to do with it. I am by no 
means implying that this month wasn’t enjoyable, but I must say means implying that this month wasn’t enjoyable, but I must say means implying that this month wasn’t enjoyable, but I must say 
that it was certainly big. I’ve been building enough suspense to that it was certainly big. I’ve been building enough suspense to that it was certainly big. I’ve been building enough suspense to 
last a life time, so let us get on with it. last a life time, so let us get on with it. last a life time, so let us get on with it.    
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The Racing UpdateThe Racing UpdateThe Racing Update   
   
We had yet another fantastic turnout to the Florida State Relays as We had yet another fantastic turnout to the Florida State Relays as We had yet another fantastic turnout to the Florida State Relays as 
the team trekked over to Tallahassee to go up against some strong the team trekked over to Tallahassee to go up against some strong the team trekked over to Tallahassee to go up against some strong 

competition. Though Cassie and Kelly finished sidecompetition. Though Cassie and Kelly finished sidecompetition. Though Cassie and Kelly finished side---bybyby---side and side and side and 
Ray had his usual strong performance, some mention is rightfully Ray had his usual strong performance, some mention is rightfully Ray had his usual strong performance, some mention is rightfully 
deserved by Michael Pancotto, who has come back to run with his deserved by Michael Pancotto, who has come back to run with his deserved by Michael Pancotto, who has come back to run with his 
team this season, and ,as of the writing of this article, has run in four  team this season, and ,as of the writing of this article, has run in four  team this season, and ,as of the writing of this article, has run in four     

consecutive meets. Other perfect attendees include Alexis Williamsconsecutive meets. Other perfect attendees include Alexis Williamsconsecutive meets. Other perfect attendees include Alexis Williams   

http://www.runnerspace.com/eprofile.php?event_id=612&year=2014&do=info&eid=40 

http://www.runnerspace.com/eprofile.php?team=84&do=info&event_id=5659&year=2014 

and Alanzo Victoria, from our dedicated short dis-and Alanzo Victoria, from our dedicated short dis-and Alanzo Victoria, from our dedicated short dis-
tance crew. Good stuff teammates!tance crew. Good stuff teammates!tance crew. Good stuff teammates!   
   
Finally was the University of North Florida Spring Finally was the University of North Florida Spring Finally was the University of North Florida Spring 

Break Invitational. There was a very notable per-Break Invitational. There was a very notable per-Break Invitational. There was a very notable per-
formance accredited to Matan Ozery in the 1500m, formance accredited to Matan Ozery in the 1500m, formance accredited to Matan Ozery in the 1500m, 
and yet another strong showing of seven runners, and yet another strong showing of seven runners, and yet another strong showing of seven runners, 
with Alexis earning two PR’s in the 100m and 200m with Alexis earning two PR’s in the 100m and 200m with Alexis earning two PR’s in the 100m and 200m 

dash. Our team deserves a well earned congratula-dash. Our team deserves a well earned congratula-dash. Our team deserves a well earned congratula-
tory mention. tory mention. tory mention.  

F.R.C. Activities TrackerF.R.C. Activities TrackerF.R.C. Activities Tracker   

   
This month’s repertoire of activities was unique to that This month’s repertoire of activities was unique to that This month’s repertoire of activities was unique to that 
of the past few months because our club hosted its of the past few months because our club hosted its of the past few months because our club hosted its 

first home event, called the “Pi(e) Mile Run” in honor first home event, called the “Pi(e) Mile Run” in honor first home event, called the “Pi(e) Mile Run” in honor 
of the day which commemorates the numerical value of the day which commemorates the numerical value of the day which commemorates the numerical value 
of pi (3.14…). Though the theme was largely for the of pi (3.14…). Though the theme was largely for the of pi (3.14…). Though the theme was largely for the 
sake of promotion, we wanted to have a jolly good sake of promotion, we wanted to have a jolly good sake of promotion, we wanted to have a jolly good 

time at this event, so our officers did everything they time at this event, so our officers did everything they time at this event, so our officers did everything they 
could to make it great could to make it great could to make it great 
success, and so it was.success, and so it was.success, and so it was.   
   

The concept was simple The concept was simple The concept was simple 
enough. Pay $5, run a enough. Pay $5, run a enough. Pay $5, run a 
mile, and then you get mile, and then you get mile, and then you get 
all you can eat pie. The all you can eat pie. The all you can eat pie. The 

result: a turnresult: a turnresult: a turn---out of 87out of 87out of 87   



 

 

   

An AnnouncementAn AnnouncementAn Announcement   

   

We have recently heard from NIRCA that our club will be We have recently heard from NIRCA that our club will be We have recently heard from NIRCA that our club will be 
hosting the 2014 NIRCA Southeast Championship on No-hosting the 2014 NIRCA Southeast Championship on No-hosting the 2014 NIRCA Southeast Championship on No-
vember 1st, 2014. This is big for many reasons, among vember 1st, 2014. This is big for many reasons, among vember 1st, 2014. This is big for many reasons, among 
which are the savings we gain from having a meet in which are the savings we gain from having a meet in which are the savings we gain from having a meet in 

Gainesville and the reputation it adds to our name as a club, Gainesville and the reputation it adds to our name as a club, Gainesville and the reputation it adds to our name as a club, 
which will hopefully attract sponsors and runners alike.which will hopefully attract sponsors and runners alike.which will hopefully attract sponsors and runners alike.   
   
In addition, our club is on the way to fulfilling all of the In addition, our club is on the way to fulfilling all of the In addition, our club is on the way to fulfilling all of the 

requirements for Orange Status and hope to be moved up in requirements for Orange Status and hope to be moved up in requirements for Orange Status and hope to be moved up in 
classification this year. Our hope is that RecSports will be classification this year. Our hope is that RecSports will be classification this year. Our hope is that RecSports will be 
more willing to cooperate with our club having seen the ef-more willing to cooperate with our club having seen the ef-more willing to cooperate with our club having seen the ef-
forts we have taken to get this far.forts we have taken to get this far.forts we have taken to get this far.   
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participants, 25 demolished pies, and a $312 profit for the 

club. We will be saving the funds in a rainy day account for 

the moment and then put it towards paying for our runners’ 

travel fees next year and perhaps some new equipment. We 

actually look forward to being able to host this event again 

next year. Maybe the alumni could bake a few warm pies for 

us to share? I can’t promise we will keep it off your faces 

though. 

Outside of our big fundraiser, we wound down the regularly 

scheduled activities with two volunteering events with 

Ronald McDonald House and helping our fellow RecSports 

Club, the Trigators, host their annual Trigator Super-Sprint 

Triathlon.  

 

Nine members came to volunteer in the Ronald McDonald 

House sweets and treats 

baking program. There we 

made baked goods for the 

youths recovering from ill-

nesses who were being 

housed by the organization. 

It was a labor of love, but 

one I personally enjoyed. 

I’d say it’s safe to assume 

the same of the members 

who helped out for the day. 

 

Then, at the Super Sprint Triathlon, our members helped 

keep the participants safe by directing traffic for  the entire 

duration of the meet. It was a U.S.A. Triathlon sanctioned 

event, and the Trigators greatly appreciated the help. They 

even asked that we do it again next year. In my opinion, I’d 

say that’s not a bad idea. I’ve even placed their promotional 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HY3vyDIHYpE 

The Pi(e) Mile: Hume Field, Fri, Mar 14 

Ronald McDonald House:1600 
SW 14th St, Gainesville, FL Sun, Mar 16 

FSU Relays:425 W Jefferson St 
Tallahassee, FL Mar 21-22 

UNF Spring Break Open: N En-
trance Rd Jacksonville, FL  Mar 28-29 

Trigator Super Sprint Triathlon: Sun, Mar 30 

FRC Alumni Day: Percy Beard 
Track Fri, Apr 3 

UF Pepsi Relays:Percy Beard Apr 3-5 

UT Invite:401 W Kennedy Blv Sat, Apr 12 

Tom Jones Invite: Sat, Apr 19 

RecSports Club Banquet: Rion 
Ballrom, Retiz Union Mon Apr 21 

Lastly, I would like to strongly encourage you to 

attend our Alumni Day on Friday, April 4th. It 

would be a great time to meet our members, 

many of whom will be spectating during the meet 

so it will be easy to make conversation with each 

other in a setting I can assume we are all quite 

familiar with. Plus, we’re taking any alumni who 

show up out to Vello’s for dinner, free of charge! 

So if you’re in town, definitely drop by. If you 

can’t, we understand, but don’t forget to keep on 

supporting the FRC with your presence. That 

goes far beyond measure. Keep on running! 


